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There may be many ways to understand an artist’s practice,  
and there may be only the artist’s way of understanding  it, but  
however that is, a body of work should evoke others’ thoughts  
and ways of understanding, as subjective as they might be.   
And the following is such one. 
 
No Reconciliation

Having had the chance to view quite a number of Renan Harari’s 
works in reality, I may say that I always had the strong  feeling  
that the forms he had been sculpting were as if “stolen”, or rather 
displaced to an almost alarming extent.  Like in that scene in  
Vittorio De Sica’s “Miracle in Milan”, where the residents of the 
impoverished box-town start to get everything they are dreaming 
of: fur coats, jewellery, villas in the middle of muddy no-man’s 
land. You watch this part of the movie and your stomach begins  
to turn. Even if you are the most extreme of egalitarians, you 
understand that this isn’t as it should be. But it may be a fruitful 
starting point for discussing Renan Harari’s work. 

I would begin with the unbridgeable gap between the smooth, 
shiny appearance and the rigorous reality of the materials and  
actions that are so dominant in Harari’s work. The images or forms 
are without a doubt a mini-epic attempt of creating Grandeur of 
baroqueish qualities and romantic pathos. Wouldn’t it be an  

emperor or a sultan ordering his ministers to bring him the sunrise 
for breakfast, or build his three dimensional portrait from the  
miniature bones of some magical sacred animal, meticulously  
collected from all over his kingdom. In Harari’s works this  
narrative is a possible one, but the materials themselves seem  
to resist the pathetic intentions according to which they seem  
to be assembled and placed. The sunrise is for anyone with eyes,  
but it can be yours alone - only if you travel down desolation  
row. The materials are rare, but it is not the rarity which makes 
gold and diamonds what they are. They are rare because they are  
desolate, unaccounted for, just like an anonymous spot in the  
middle of nowhere. Hence failure is inherent to the intention; 
hence it is taken into account in advance. The works are romantic 
gestures in the sense that there is simply no reconciliation  
between the reality in which the artist works, and the horizon  
he allegedly looks towards. 

But he goes, even after realizing the horizon with that half  
circle of the sun is in fact sunset. The action of catching the  
sunrise has an unexpected side-effect: it doubles the horizon and 
the sun into creating sunset, then placing them face to face,  
comparing them, and thus acknowledging the vanity of the attempt: 
trying to catch the sunrise only yields sunset. Harari’s works  
show rare obsolete materials put into rare obsolete gestures, collect-
ing their meaning in the middle space between sunrise and  
sunset, in the hermetic capsule called human existence, or the given  
reality. In a way, despite its vast spatial aspect, that action of 
“catching the sunrise” is an acknowledgement of having the artist’s 
given reality – and only his given reality – as the place of action 
and occurrence. If we think of marble as a symbol for ancient 
human thought about infinity, then Harari’s work talks marble, 
while its reality is as far from marble as can be. 

Roi Alter

No Reconciliation 
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Going deeper into the essence of Harari’s work, we may turn 
our gaze towards one very explicit quote from Bernini (p.13).  
It may seem as if the shiny marble bodies of Bernini’s Apollo and 
Daphne, missing from their “cut-out”, were extracted by Harari 
to be grinded and sprinkled all over his body of work. Just as the 
forms and movement in the works bring to mind the wealth and  
muscle at the disposal of ancient rulers, later invested in the hands 
of their selected masters (of war, of art, etc’), the smoothness  
and shininess that are so evident in Harari’s work are in fact the 
façade of something else. One way of deriving a meaning from  
the very present flow and movement in Harari’s works – whether 
those are created by empty crab-shells, meticulously sanded MDF 
or an anonymous engine hood of a Chevrolet truck – would be 
through the fluent movement they retain, a movement which is at 
the same time tangible and conceptual. This fluent quality of the 
surfaces, so present yet resisted by the actual materials and the 
history they carry, may lead us to a small revelation. The Fluent 
leads us to the Affluent   – that overdose of intuition which a work 
of art can evoke. This Affluent quality is the equivalent of the 
meaning which cannot be contained anymore by a mere 1+1 of the 
actions and materials comprising the work. At the same time but 
in a different manner, it can also stand for the very essential character 
of Baroque and later of Rococo, their affluence in the sense of 
excessiveness, so tempting yet so empty, their potency in making 
and their decadence in reason. 

Harari positions himself both in the shoes of the emperor and  
of his soothsayer, serving himself with a gourmet dish made out  
of chewed-up machines, grained marble, rusty modernism and dusty  
fairy-tales. The use of baroque-ish excessiveness doubled with the 
redundancy of the materials themselves: dialectic affluence placed 
on a desert background. The tremendous meticulous effort invest-
ed in the actual process of collecting and processing the materials, 

vivid and present as it is in the work, coupled by the conceptual 
endeavor of creating a celestial presence, are cathartic all along. 
It is a complete oeuvre, coherent in intention and consistent in 
magnitude, and the only fluctuation is the one point serving as  
the start and end point of the cycle/process. Think about Opera,  
or rather about the materialistic and intellectual culture which could 
have enabled the development of such a costly, refined and vast  
medium. Just think about the technical knowledge and availability  
of materials and craft needed to create such a thing as a single 
piano, not to mention the wealth of a society needed to make such 
things worth building. Now think about the vastness of resources 
needed to reach a point where Opera is somewhat common.  
Harari does it all by himself, and so that extremely frugal start/end 
 point of his work cycle is in fact on a completely different level  
than his oeuvre, which strives towards a totally epic reference point.  
If Harari is Apollo, he doesn’t even get to touch Daphne. He is 
there in soul but not in body, and the reason is that Bernini himself 
is gone, his times are gone and his gesture can now be copied by 
any second rate Chinese computer. We are left with the cut-outs of 
noble ideas and epic gestures, with the poetics of the attempt to 
reconfigure and reenact them, epic turning into poetic. 

The famous Dutch historian Johan Huizinga identified in his  
book “The Autumn of the Middle Ages”1 the source of the common 
notion of the “Gentleman” in the knighthood of the late middle 
ages. Knights don’t exist anymore, not just because there aren’t 
men in armor riding through our cities on their horses, but because 
the concept of knighthood doesn’t exist anymore in the social 
context, and the same goes for Bernini or any of the old masters. 
Art in our times is not affiliated anymore with geniality, virtuosity 
and poetics, but just as it is still not, and will never be too late to 
behave as a gentleman (regardless of your sex), it is never too late 
to make sculpture, and so it is. 

 1 Johan Huizinga; The Autumn of the Middle Ages, University of Chicago Press; 2007
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„untitled“ 
found metal food cans 
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"Materials tend to convey in themselves a specific meaning, which 
is not necessarily dependent on the artist’s treatment1."  
The material is an essential element in the medium of the artistic 
meaning.

With his famous thesis, The Medium is the Message, Marshall 
McLuhan analyzes the “independent existence” of the medium. 
He describes its role as the determiner of form, the determiner of 
meaning and divides them in two main cords of action – in “cool“ 
and “hot” media. In contrast to the “cool” media, the “hot” media 
require less effort in interpretation, from the side of the medium 
consumer, because of the complexity of their structure – it is also 
possible to say – because they have a life of their own. In the Fine 
Arts, we do not talk about a consumer but a viewer. In the Art of 
Renan Harari the viewer is confronted with different collections 
of materials that the artist has gathered. The act of choosing the 
material is one of the highest artistic gestures; it is this gesture that 
is the basis for the readability of the work. In a way, the material  
itself becomes the message. In Installation Art in general, but  
also in Renan Harari’s case, the act of choosing the materials is  
a main part of the artistic practice. Especially the “hot” materials, 

which contain a certain amount of historical mass, transformation 
and processing, are materials that find a place in a Harari’s work.
He does not only work with the materials themselves, but also 
with the connotations and the stories in their background. “Hot” 
materials always reveal memory and are carriers of remembrance. 
At the beginning of the 20th century the Dadaists were elevating 
ordinary objects into fine art (objet trouvé) and, taking it one step 
further, Marcel Duchamp invented the term of the Readymade,  
in different conditions.

Renan Harari’s Installation-Artwork derives from these early 
forms of object and installation art.

He uses “hot” materials very often, so with materials which are 
already constructed and known from specific origins. For us – the 
viewer – his works acquire their strengths from the rearrangement 
of those materials with their inherent meaning in space. One of 
the central motives is the old artistic subject, the landscape. With 
the help of such material vocabulary, Renan Harari’s landscapes 
become a romantic space upon which he projects his act. These 
aspects spring from the Middle Eastern scenery with its specific 
characteristics: sand, bones, driftwood, magnets, lead, iron,  
watchtowers, walls, carrying belts, crustacean shells, cans, and  
catapults. With its ongoing complexities, the Middle Eastern 
landscape already is a massive installation, in which one part  
is only a romantic idea of pristine nature. Harari transforms this 
brutally processed panorama, and also the desert condition  
itself into the art-sphere within his installations, so that they can 
be experienced directly, physically and without further need  
for explanation. They carry a melancholic atmosphere, which  
corresponds to the work of Caspar David Friedrich and the  
clear material language of Anselm Kiefer. It also brings to mind 
the work of Drora Dominey. Eyal Weizman describes in his 
book, Hollow Land: Israel's Architecture of Occupation, the region as  

Joachim Blank

The Grace of Hollow Land
About the work of Renan Ran Harari 

 1  Monika Wagner; Das Material in der Kunst. Eine andere Geschichte der Moderne, 

  Munich: C.H.Beck, 2001

politics poured in concrete2. Harari’s working methods are oriented 
toward the materials, which are connected with the forbidden areas 
around the region. He links these materials with places, and their 
history as well as their presence, and through this trace collecting 
he creates configuration in spaces. Speaking in terms of landscape, 
Harari transforms the collected material into multi-layered, poetic, 
almost abstract “images”, which he translates into installations and 
objects (Severe County, Leipzig 2014, (p. 16))or Untitled balcony piece,  
Crushed Magnets, Jerusalem 2010 (p. 11)). When he uses disposed,  
saturated tin cans (untitled - found metal food cans, (below) 2012-

2014) and reveals their motives by scratching, and places them  
as plain images in the art context, he is not just working with 
memories of the origin of the material, he is also creating images 
which are projecting the bones and stones littered landscape of  
the desert. Could that landscape be made out of carelessly thrown 
cans by Arabic nomads or could they be traces of an Israeli  
military group passing by? That stays open. With this usage of 
those materials and the way they are brought into the space,  
the works are reminiscent of geopolitical constellations. But they 
dissociate themselves clearly from a turning to an act of political 
activism: Without being didactic and while avoiding banal daily 
politics, he creates unique impressions of the Middle Eastern 
landscape as transformed, complex, shaped by a mighty centuries 
long history, which is stained with militarized clashes, which  
made it lose its innocence. 

Renan Ran Harari uncovers these traces. He archives and  
reconstructs his material with a very high aesthetical sense. Indeed 
– his installations are always steeped in deep coherence, precision,  
and formal beauty, without flattening or mystifying the Middle 
Eastern conflict. Harari’s skillfully created contraries correspond 
brilliantly with Weizman’s thesis: the gathering of materials produces 
presence, the presence leads to facts, which represent an unavoidable 
political truth. With the positioning of his unique materials in the 
art space and its symbolic context, Harari proclaims facts. Not exactly,  
but methodically close to Thomas Hirschhorn’s large installations. 
With the help of the landscape as topic and his further processed 
materials, Harari is outlining the various pictorial aspects of land-
scape as a fragmentized political and religious space. Still, the 
desire for an ideal perception of a primordial landscape of the holy 
land endures in his work. Although this pristine place might have 
never existed and may not ever be found.

 2 Eyal Weizman; Hollow Land: Israel 's Architecture of Occupation,  Verso, London 2007
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Standing in an ocean of emptiness – it is cold with hues of dark 
blue denoting early morning before sunrise. I am surrounded by 
the vastness of the Jezreel valley. Stretching my sight to its farthest 
reaches. The outlines of distant hills begin to  appear. As my eyes 
continue to follow the contours of the landscape, the evidence of 
human intervention becomes apparent. 

In the middle of a seeming no man’s land, a tower interrupts 
the distant horizon. Then another, and another; like spikes on an 
otherwise flat line of a heart monitor. It is not until the first rays  
of light pierce through the dust that I notice the slender elegance  

of an object, resembling the form of a fan, at a distance only  
a stone’s throw away. How could I have seen it before? Only the 
sun reveals its brilliance. The piece, titled Exhibition at First Light, 
2007 (p. 3-6), initially appears ostentatious for such a bleak 
surrounding; too strikingly luminous for an abandoned wilderness. 
However, interpretations of the work of Renan Ran Harari can not 
be deduced through surface value alone, which often possesses a  
tantalizing quality. For him, the historical as well as the personal 
significance of a place, along with the metaphorical and physical 
substances it contains, are imbued with both meaning and 
inspiration.

Appropriated stories, as well as materials related to specific 
places, their history, use, and relationship to their occupants,  
are the starting points for many of Renan Ran Harari’s works.  
Born in Israel and currently based in Leipzig, Germany;  
Harari is known for a diverse artistic practice, which besides 
sculpture and site specific interventions includes intense  
material study, delicately balanced installations, and the collection 
of seemingly banal consumable objects from various areas of the 
world. Though ostensibly lighthearted, Harari also incorporates  
a serious endeavor to search for and reveal ideas often related to 
faith and the lure of unexplainable phenomena.

Elizabeth Gerdeman 

Searching for the Sun
Examining the work of Renan Ran Harari 

 previous pages:
 „   Exhibition at First Light“
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„Tower #3“
Jezreel Valley, Israel. 2004
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Towers and other objects displayed in a position of prominence, 
such as the aluminum fan-shaped form installed in the valley, 
function in Harari’s work as a projection of power and importance. 
The towers in the Jezreel valley are one example of a series of  
remnants left behind from the occupants of the area. They are 
markers within a landscape long exploited, as well crucibles  
for area inhabitants. The history of which I learned is thousands  
of years old. It was the function of the towers within this place,  
and what histories they might contain, that piqued Harari’s interest. 
Though long abandoned from their original service by  humans, 
the towers currently house a sizeable collection of owl pellets.  
The entire contents of one such tower were swept up, collected, 
sorted, and later reassembled by Harari. Stacking the remains  
of the carcasses one on top of another, the artist carefully built  
a new tower construction of bones – the result resembling a  
figurative bust. Crowning the form of bones is the shape of a 
single feather. Reflecting upon themes of power and prominence,  
the figure takes on the characteristics of a warrior; a soldier  
commemorated through a creation of his likeness. Detailed  
examination of the tiny skeletons reveals a skull; bore aloft  
by the faceless fighter, containing a hole where the creature  
was perhaps caught in a death grip (left). Harari refers to this  
as “the kill,” describing the moment or the act of prey being  
killed,  but also the destruction of an enemy – depicting the  
feat of striking hard enough that your opponent has no chance  
of counter attacking. Perhaps this strike-to-kill moment  
might also be the aim of the artist, articulated in an aesthetic 
sense as a viewer being caught in the grip of an artwork.

„untitled“ 
songbirds and mice bones  

2006
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„Good Morning Bay“
Exhibition view 

2010

The role of assemblage in contemporary art remains significant; 
perhaps because the technique favors the intuitive and accidental, 
allowing the artist to engage spontaneity within their practice.  
The importance of operating instinctively within the realm of  
assemblage is of particular importance for the practice of Renan  
Ran Harari, and is exemplified in an exhibition of his under- 
graduate thesis work titled good morning bay, 2010 at the Bezalel 
Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem.

As before, Harari returns to the Jezreel valley region to glean 
resources. Wood, lead, and dried fish, along with synthetics,  
are among some of the collect materials. All of which for Harari  
possess absorbent properties. He describes the items as having 
steeped in their environment – soaking up their surroundings. 
Harari combines the various stories of a place through assem - 
blage of these different materials.

Harari’s exhibition in Jerusalem is also demonstrative of the 
breath of materials and scope of their subsequent pairing. Found 
foam, once carved, becomes a multi-sided topographical map  
for the region, paradoxically titled They’ll Never Be Able to Find You 
(left). The canopy of a tree house is constructed from koi fish. Five 
months is how long it took the artist to collect the approximately  

five hundred from a farmer who saved the dead fish (along with a 
shark (p.10)) for Harari, which were then dried before they could 
be installed. For the artist, such materials contain important sig- 
nificance related to nomads and refugees as a means of sustenance, 
being a resource requiring a drying-out process in order to be 
consumed en route. 

A balance of weight is reached between a lead shrouded figure 
and the equally heavy, wooden weapon (or phallus) it bears.  
The sail of a ship is formed from a car hood, the hull carrying the 
likeness of a navigational instrument, and the captain is nowhere  
to be found – perhaps formerly drunken at the helm, leaving  
a remnant beer can atop the mast before finally going overboard.

„They’ll Never Be Able to Find You” 
synthetic materials

2010
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„Good Morning Bay“
Exhibition view

wood, lead, driftwood, dollhouse,  
truck hood, can of german beer, 

dried koi fish, dried shark,  
brazilian nut wood, aluminium, 

metal, synthetic materials  
2010

1-3 
„Good Morning Bay“

Details



Installed on the balcony space of the exhibition is Harari’s first 
piece consisting of magnets, another material continually employed  
by the artist. Piles of rubble or rocks found in the desert valley 
inspired the piece. Though initially appearing random in their 
clustering and occurrence, within the bareness of a desert  
landscape such heaps can serve as tools of navigation or markers.  
The decision for the outdoor balcony site of the work  had more  
to do with the location’s meaning, the balcony is located in the most 
eastern mountain in Jerusalem that is of geopolitical significance.  
It´s positioned between east and west and symbolizes the begin-
ning of the great Arabian Desert. Harari describes it as a line of 
demarcation or border between east and west, “Many tornadoes in 
one spot – many forces one cannot understand, which are too  
complex, standing right in front of you on the edge of two worlds.” 
At the brink, one becomes a participant within the precipice  
– raising their hand, marking him or herself out, to be accountable  
as both witness and warrior of situations and events they are  
incapable of fully understanding.

„untitled“– balcony piece
crushed magnets  

2010
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In dealing with assemblage, Harari refers to it as, “Many 
complexities existing in one body.” The artist focuses on the  
complexities of battle and balance, sacrifices and gains using the 
myth of Apollo and Daphne, as well as the Bernini sculpture  
of the same title, as points of inspiration for an early work. 

The various themes offered within the epic make it an appealing  
selection for Harari’s repertoire; a powerful warrior god and a  
chased nymph, the alchemical properties of Eros’ two arrows,  
one of gold and one of lead (the first intended to rouse feelings  
of love and the second feelings of hate), an escape from impending  
victimization (in this instance rape) and the transformation  
of a character into something else (in this case an element of  
the landscape). 

Working formerly within the realm of opera, dramatic scenery 
continues to play a role in the artist’s installations. At approxi-
mately five-meters wide, the wall-based work of cutout panels  
and figures provides a sizeable backdrop, echoing the intended 
seriousness of the topics staged. Remaining relatively austere in 
palette, Harari comments the balance he wishes to strike between 
 the grandiosity of theatrical decor and the seriousness of the 
metaphor. Here the pull between the stress and suffering of the 
ordeal and the efforts to cover it up, as in the way scenery also 
functions to conceal acts off stage, are evident. The intended function 
of form in this case is not only to temper flamboyance, but also to 
employ an aesthetic of set design meant to direct attention toward 
transcendence, and, as the artist put it, “bring the viewer away 
from the actual trauma of the situation.”

„ Apollo and Daphne“
wood, cloth, lace, industrial fabric  
2006
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„untitled“
Exhibition view

aluminium, plaster, silver chain, 
wood, wine glases, synthetic paint

2006

Attempting to strike a balance is a prominent ambition within 
Harari’s work. The desire toward achieving balance can be between  
the physicality of objects, the pull of external forces such as  
gravity, magnetic attraction, emotional lure, and the elevation  
of materials through their composition and combination.  
One often senses the artist is tempting fate – using precarious 
placement and positioning within the installations. At any  
moment, it seems, the whole thing could collapse. The artist  
recounts, “Many of my pieces collapsed as I attempted to have 
them standing.”

Meticulously detailed, delicate facets of an artwork are gener-
ally constructed over a lengthy period within the artist’s studio.  
The climax of this process is to assemble and install them on site.  
Here Harari engages directly with the process of installation  
to create a dialog between the qualities intrinsic to the pre-built 
objects and raw materials to be set up, and those of the location 
itself. Often, it is a tense conversation and a situation is created 
where everything seemingly stands upon the edge of a knife,  
or is held together with only a few threads. One is drawn, by the 
character of the materials and the amalgamation of disparate 
objects, to examine the works within close range. But sensing  
the instability of the situation, one is also simultaneously repelled, 
deciding to enter only when exercising care and cautiousness.  
The qualities of the unstable or unpredictable and those of  
unwavering firmness and strength provide a challenging and  
attractive balance for the artist to attempt to maintain. 
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„Two Towers“
camel leather, aluminium,  

metal, industrial paint 
2007
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„Severe County“
Detail

2014

The depot of resources Harari engages with as the supplies of his 
practice hold an array of uniqueness and significance. Acting  
as symbols to denote specific meanings, the artist combines these 
materials through use of assemblage to amplify their allegorical 
value. The linking of magnets and mapping, for example, remained 
a compelling attraction for Harari’s installation titled Severe County. 
The pull of these two forces in Harari’s work was presented as both 
the background element of the installation and the major fixture 
within an imaginary landscape. It also contains cartographical 
allusions as Harari describes, “Functioning as a kind of navigator, 
looking for a northern star or reference point long lost.” The mag- 
netic lumps – appearing as a swarm of black against contrasting 
whiteness – were hurled against the sheet of paper, behind which 
lies the obscured source of attraction. The impact of their chunky 
masses leaves a distinct drawn mark; sometimes it is a dot or a line 
connecting the point of impact to the object’s current location. 
Those whose attraction was not strong enough to hold their own 
weight against the wall after collision are found piled along the 
floor. This acts as a “cloud of infinite possibilities” for the artist. 
Using the cloud metaphor, Harari describes it as having “possibili-
ties of movement, but also showing how it stopped moving.”

Indeed the entire piece appears to have stopped midway in  
motion. The other two components, appearing as towers within 
the landscape, are tethered or retained. The first is composed of 
elegant metal rods stretching into an imaginary sky yet bound by 
heavy, clunky belts slung around its slender waist. The second is  
an apparatus for throwing skeet, a form of sport in which targets 
(usually made of clay) are hurled into the sky in ways meant to 
simulate the flight of birds so that one can practice his or her aim  
at shooting. Here the mechanism is intentionally hindered, seem-
ingly covered in the brine of barnacles like a ship long neglected.  
In fact they are the broken and refused remnants of crustaceans.  

The bonded arthropod pieces coalesce and arch  
out as if to emulate the trajectory of the throw while  
simultaneously halting its function. Severe County  
provides an illustration of Harari’s search: “Recogniz-
ing or identifying a special mix of elements is what  
I am looking for in art.”

„Severe County “ 
Exhibition view 

catapult, metal, crushed  
magnets, various crab shells,  

heavy duty lifting belts, paper 
2014



„Severe County“
 Detail
 2014
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The aluminum can pieces, whether cylindrical or presented in flat 
form, are an on-going series of work for Harari dealing with the 
reoccurring theme of transition and metamorphosis. The process  
of their foremost alteration involves effacing their original identity, 
or branding, in order to reveal what Harari considers the most  
vital facets of the imagery. Through this seemingly destructive act,  
Harari draws our attention to already existent details – creating  
a new, unique identity for consumable, disposable assembly-line 
objects. Furthermore, as art objects, their monetary value is also 
increased (and their salability noticed by patrons), though this is 
more a byproduct of Harari’s ongoing search through material and 
object. In turn, this facet becomes part of the subject matter he  
approaches within in his practice. The recurrent process of  

acquisition, accumulation, and execution for this series is a reas- 
suring consideration in tandem with the knowledge that value,  
importance, and meaning hold a paramount position in Renan 
Ran Harari’s continual examination of and hunt for evidence  
of the emotional. An archeologist of meaning and belief, the  
artist continues to mine the contextually rich resources of his 
environment – trying to make sense of it all while accepting and 
enjoying the chaos.



„Thomas Black and Gold “
 Exhibition View
 metal, crushed magnets, 
 aluminium, found objects
 2014
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